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Agenda

Unpacking Career Readiness
• College and career readiness are similar but not the same

• Getting the goals right

A little history – Same or Different

A new model for discussing career readiness
• Three domains of Career Readiness

• Holistic Model for Success

Questions/Answers
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Why Unpack Career Readiness?

• College and career readiness is the goal we’ve set for all 

students

• All too often when we say that phrase it only really means 

college readiness

• We conveniently forget “… and career”

• “Career Readiness” has different meanings

• Needed to clear up some misconceptions - some of which we 

helped to create.
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A History Lesson

• Response to commonly held belief that students preparing for 

college needed more rigorous course work than non-college 

bound

• At the same time, business was beginning to decry the lack of 

overall readiness of individuals entering the workforce

• What are the readiness levels of college and career?
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Ready for College and Ready for Work: Same or Different?



Same or Different?

“… whether planning to enter college 

or a workforce training program after 

graduation, high school students 

need to be educated to a comparable 

level of readiness in reading and 

mathematics.”
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Same or Different?
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• Focused on O*NET Job Zone 3 occupations
• Air Traffic Controller; Avionics Tech; Chemical Tech; Dental 

Assistant/Hygienist; EMT/Paramedic; Web Designer; Wind 

Turbine Technician

• 90% of these jobs require additional post-secondary training

• Median annual income of $40,000 (2006) – to support “small 

family” 

• Opportunity for job growth and promotion



Same or Different?
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• What are the minimum skill standards that high school 

graduates need to enter Zone 3 occupations? 

• WorkKeys Level 5 (scale 3-7) outlines the necessary skills to 

enter into O*NET Zone 3 positions

WorkKeys Test
WorkKeys Readiness 

Level

Comparable ACT 

Score Range

Reading for Information 5

ACT Reading Range 

19-23

(Benchmark =21)

Applied Mathematics 5
ACT Math Range 18-21

(Benchmark = 22)

The levels of readiness needed for high school graduates whether 

entering college or workforce training programs is comparable



Then we blew it …

Enter the Common Core 

State Standards Initiative
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Common Core State Standards
College and Career Readiness
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• ACT – along with colleagues from College Board and Achieve 

– develop the initial College and Career Readiness Standards

• ACT data and research including what constituted readiness 

for college and career was used in the development process –

including Same or Different

• College and career readiness started to become synonymous



To make matters worse …

We published Affirming the Goal
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Affirming the Goal
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• Linking study between ACT Plan (10th grade assessment) and 

PISE (15 year olds)

• ACT Plan’s College and Career Readiness Benchmark 

equated to
• 519 on the PISA reading scale

• 530 on the PISA math scale
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Current U.S. 

Performance

College and Career 

Readiness Standards
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College and Career Readiness
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• Became synonymous

• “if you measure college readiness, you can measure career 

readiness, ACT said so …”

• Forgot the “… and Career” part of College and Career 

Readiness



But …

College and Career Readiness are 

not identical. 
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Research Continues
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• ACT Workforce Readiness research continues to support the 

fact that while the level of preparedness is similar there are 

significant differences that must be addressed

• Research into Academic levels of Work Readiness

• Research into the Non-academic skills supporting both college 

and career readiness



Unpacking Career Readiness
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The Levels of Workplace Readiness
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Work Readiness
• Core foundational academic knowledge

• Skills normally required to enter into postsecondary workforce 

training programs

Career Readiness
• Focusing on specific jobs within career clusters

• Focus on skills as well as performance levels required for 

readiness

Job Readiness
• Refined and detailed skills usually tied to specific job

• A greater level of precision 



The ACT 
Multidimensional 

Holistic Framework
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ACT’s Multidimensional Holistic Framework
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Goal: to develop a holistic portrait of what individuals need to know 
and be able to do throughout the K-Career Continuum to be 
successful in education and work.

Identified four broad domains important for education and work 
success.



Holistic Model of Education and Work Success
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Behavioral Skills

Core Academic 

Skills

Cross-Cutting 

Capabilities

Education & 

Career Navigation

Education and 

Work Success



Broad Domains of the Holistic Framework
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Core Academic Skills: Domain-specific knowledge and skills that are 

necessary to perform essential tasks in the core academic content areas 

of English language arts, mathematics, and science.

Cross-Cutting Capabilities: General knowledge and skills that are 

necessary to perform essential tasks across content areas.

Behavioral Skills: Interpersonal, self-regulatory, and task-related 

behaviors that are important for adaptation to and successful 

performance in educational and workplace settings.

Education & Career Navigation: Personal characteristics, 

processes, and knowledge that influence individuals as they progress 

through their educational and career paths. 
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•English Language Arts

•Mathematics

•Science

Core Academic 
Skills

•Technology and Information Literacy

•Collaborative Problem Solving

•Studying and Learning

•Thinking and Metacognition

Cross-Cutting 
Capabilities

•Acting Honestly Getting Along Well with Others

•Maintaining Composure Sustaining Effort

•Socializing with Others Keeping an Open Mind
Behavioral Skills

•Self Knowledge

•Environmental Factors

•Integration

•Managing Career and Education Actions

Education & 
Career Navigation
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• Math

• ELA

• Science

Core Academic 
Skills

English Language Arts: Literacy skills related to comprehension 

and capacity for use of written and oral language.

Mathematics: Relating and transforming numeric and symbolic 

quantities, including applications to data sets, patterns, space, and 

change.

Science: Gathering and interpreting observations, experimental data, 

and disciplinary content knowledge in order to predict and explain 

phenomena.
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• Technology and Information Literacy

• Collaborative Problem Solving

• Studying and Learning

• Thinking and Metacognition

Cross-Cutting 
Capabilities

Technology and Information Literacy: Using technology to acquire, 

evaluate, transform, and share information.

Collaborative Problem Solving: Contributing to group problem 

solving processes.

Studying and Learning: Using learning strategies to enhance 

comprehension, integration, and retention of learning.

Thinking and Metacognition: Mastering modes of thinking that apply 

to broad classes of problems. 

 Critical Thinking

 Problem Solving

 Decision Making

 Computational Thinking

 Metacognition



Cross-Cutting Capabilities Framework
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Designed to supplement core academic skills, enhance learning, and help 

students transfer knowledge to applied settings

Academic 
Settings

Follow directions

Application in same context as 
learning

Tasks often self-contained, small 
number of steps

Tasks in one domain rarely tap skills 
from other domains

Applied 
Settings

Think critically, question why, look 
for potential problems

Applications come outside of the 
learning context

Tasks are open and require many 
steps of information gathering

Tasks require integrating together 
different skills
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• Acting Honestly 

• Keeping and Open Mind

• Socializing with Others

Behavioral 
Skills

Acting Honestly: Describes the extent to which a person values and adheres to 

ethical and moral standards of behavior, as well as personal level of humility. 

Maintaining Composure: Describes the extent to which a person is relatively 

calm, serene, and able to manage emotions effectively.

Socializing with Others: Describes a person’s preferred level of social 

interaction, behavior in interpersonal situations, and optimism. 

Getting Along Well with Others: Describes the extent to which a person 

interacts positively and cooperates with others, and is generally kind, friendly, 

and tactful.

Sustaining Effort: Describes a person’s level of diligence, effort, organization, 

self-control, and compliance.

Keeping an Open Mind: Describes a person’s level of open-mindedness and 

curiosity about a variety of ideas, beliefs, people, and experiences. 

• Getting Along Well with Others

• Maintaining Composure

• Sustaining Effort
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• Self-knowledge: Perceptions of one’s own abilities, interests, skills, 

values, attitudes, beliefs, etc. that contribute to understanding the 

self.

• Environmental Factors: Information, conditions, and experiences 

related to education and work that are acquired primarily from 

external sources and surroundings.

• Integration: Ongoing process of combining self-knowledge and 

environmental factors to form personally-relevant knowledge 

structures used to evaluate information and to plan courses of action 

pertaining to education and work.

• Managing Career & Education Actions: Ongoing process of 

implementing plans and enacting purposive behaviors that facilitate 

education and occupation progress.

•Self Knowledge

•Environmental Factors

•Integration

•Managing Career & Education Actions

Education & 
Career Navigation



Bringing the Broad Domains Together
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• All four domains are clearly important for education and work 

success

• Different constructs/domains relatively more important for 

different outcomes/transitions

• Relationships among these constructs influence how they work 

together to effect success

• Some constructs are complementary across broad domains

• Other constructs have potential for incremental validity



Holistic Model of College Success
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Persistence
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Critical Thinking

Technology and 

Information Literacy

Studying and Learning

Socialization

Academic Self-Efficacy

Goals

College GPA

Graduation



Holistic Model of Work Success
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Goal Striving

Persistence

Cooperation

Flexibility

ELA

Mathematics

Science/other specialization  

Tech. and Information 

Literacy

Collaborative Problem 

Solving

Decision Making

Critical Thinking

Fit (Congruence)

Supports

Job Self-Efficacy

Job 

Performance



Questions
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Contact Information

Scott Montgomery
scott.montgomery@act.org

319.337.1465
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